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Unit Overview

Content Area: Dance

Unit Title: Introduction to Dance

Target Course/Grade Level: Grade 6

Unit Summary:
Students will learn beginning dance concepts involving the body, its movements, self-expression,
and spatial awareness. Students will learn basic movement phrases, dance terminology, call and
response phrasing, improvisation, choreography, and western dance history/origins.

Unit Rationale:
In this unit, students will gain essential introductory information and knowledge imperative for
expanding on their dance education in the future. Students will explore creative aspects in the
space around them and others and use this space and their own bodies to express themselves in
ways that words cannot.

Student Learning Objectives

Students will:
• Create and perform short movement phrases.
• Distinguish the spatial relationships between dancers in dance master works from various

genres.
• Create and perform a short solo movement phrase demonstrating purposeful use of time, space,

and dynamic changes in energy.
• Demonstrate understanding of varied spatial relationships that are possible between two or

more dances (e.g., shadowing, mirroring, echoing, contrasting movement, unity movement
in balance, unity movement in contra balance, etc.) in improvisational and/or
choreographed phrase work.

• Demonstrate understanding of body part isolation as a choreographic tool in stillness and in
motion.

• Analyze the application of dynamic changes in the use of space within dance master works
from various genres.

• Choreograph and perform a movement phrase incorporating varied balances, both on and off
center as well as in the vertical, horizontal, and transverse axes.



Related Content
Music:

•1.3E.12.Cn11 Relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural and historical context
to deepen understanding.

EU: People develop ideas, expand literacy, and gain perspectives about societal, cultural,
historical, and community contexts through their interactions with an analysis of the
arts.

1.3A.8.Cn11a Demonstrate understanding of relationships between music and the other
arts, other disciplines, varied contexts, and daily life.

1.3E.12.Cn10 Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art.
EU: Through the arts, personal experiences, ideas, knowledge, and contexts are integrated

to make meaning, and synthesized to interpret meaning.
Language Arts:

NJSLSA.R7. Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse media and formats, including visually
and quantitatively, as well as in words.

RI.8.3. Analyze how a text makes connections among and distinctions between individuals, ideas, or
events

RI.8.9. Analyze and reflect on (e.g. practical knowledge, historical/cultural context, and
background knowledge) two or more texts that provide conflicting information on the same topic and
identify where the texts disagree on matters of fact or interpretation

RI.8.7. Evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of using different mediums (e.g., print or digital
text, video, multimedia) to present a particular topic or idea.

World history
• 6.1.8.D.1.b Explain how interactions among African, European, and Native American groups

began a cultural transformation
Career Readiness, Life Literacies, and Key Skills

9.4.8.GCA.1: Model how to navigate cultural differences with sensitivity and respect

9.4.8.GCA.2: Demonstrate openness to diverse ideas and perspectives through active
discussions to achieve a group goal.

LGBT and Disabilities Law: N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.35 A board of education shall include
instruction on the political, economic, and social contributions of persons with disabilities and
lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender people, in an appropriate place in the curriculum of
middle school and high school students as part of the district’s implementation of the New
Jersey Student Learning Standards (N.J.S.A.18A:35-4.36)
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Technology:
8.1.8.DA.1: Organize and transform data collected using computational tools to make it
usable for a specific purpose.

Standard # NJSLS: Visual and Performing Arts Standards

1.1.8.Cr1b Explore various movement genres though the elements of
dance. Identify and select personal preferences to create an
original dance study.

1.1.8.Cr2b Establish criteria to choreograph a dance that communicates
personal, historical, socio-political, or cultural meaning. Articulate
how the criteria clarify or intensify the artistic intent.

1.1.8.Cr1a Implement movement created from a variety of stimuli (e.g., music,
sound, literary forms, notation, natural phenomena, experiences,
current news, social events) to develop an original dance study.

1.1.8.Pr4a Perform planned and improvised movement sequences with
increasing complexity in the use of floor and air pathways,
including various spatial designs for movement interest and
contrast to sculpt the body in space.

1.1.8.Pr4c Perform planned and improvised movement sequences and dance
combinations applying dynamic phrasing, energy, emotional intent
and characterization.

1.1.8.Pr5c Demonstrate use of elongated spine and engage in release of
tension from spine/shoulders. the placement and shifting of
energy in the body. Use vertical, off-center, and non-vertical
alignment. Maintain organization of the body while moving
through space.

1.1.8.Pr5d Explore movement that develops a wide range of motion, muscular
flexibility, strength, and endurance. Explore different body
conditioning techniques (e.g., yoga, weight training, aerobics,
Pilates).

1.1.8.Pr5e Transfer vocabulary and codified movements from various
styles/genres with genre specific alignment. Demonstrate, through
focused practice and repetition, breath control, body part initiation
and body sequencing.

1.1.8.Pr6b Apply specific feedback in rehearsal to refine performance accuracy,
consistency, and expressiveness. Clarify the execution of complex
patterns, sequences and formations



1.1.8.Pr6c Apply feedback to make changes to and adapt movements to
performance area. Use performance etiquette and performance
practices during class, rehearsal and performance. Accept
notes from choreographer, apply corrections, and document
performance process using dance and production terminology.
Analyze and evaluate the success of a performance.

1.1.8.Cn10a Explain how the perspectives expressed by the
choreographer impacts personal interpretation. Consider
how personal background and experiences influence
responses to dance works.

Unit Essential Questions
• Can students identify the five main body

positions in Western dance culture (ballet,
jazz, contemporary)?

• Will students know the difference between
choreographed work and improvisational

movement?
• Can students distinguish spatial relationships

between dancers?

Unit Enduring Understandings
• Students will be able to identify the

five main body positions in
Western dance culture (ballet,
jazz,

contemporary) and how to execute
them.

• Students will demonstrate the
difference between improvisation

and choreographed work.
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• Are students able to follow and execute a short,

choreographed phrase?
• Can students choreograph a short phrase

according to given elements to be included in
that phrase and teach it to other dancers?

• Students will be able to analyze the
movements of their classmates as
well as professional dancers in
master works according to spatial

relationships.
• Students will be able to perform

others’ choreographed phrases.
• Students will execute the creation of

their own choreography utilizing
specific dance elements given to
them and teach that phrase to other

dancers in their class.



Unit Learning Targets
Students will ...

• Create and perform short movement phrases.
• Distinguish the spatial relationships between dancers in dance master works from various

genres.
• Create and perform a short solo movement phrase demonstrating purposeful use of time, space,

and dynamic changes in energy.
• Demonstrate understanding of varied spatial relationships that are possible between two or

more dancers (e.g., shadowing, mirroring, echoing, contrasting movement, unity movement
in balance, unity movement in contra balance, etc.) in improvisational and/or
choreographed phrase work.

• Demonstrate understanding of body part isolation as a choreographic tool in stillness and in
motion.

• Analyze the application of dynamic changes in the use of space within dance master works
from various genres.

• Choreograph and perform a movement phrase incorporating varied balances, both on and off
center as well as in the vertical, horizontal, and transverse axes.

Evidence of Learning

Summative Assessment:
Students will demonstrate an understanding of basic positioning through their warmup
sequences. They will have several performance opportunities to demonstrate use of movement
to show spatial awareness as well as use of time, energy, dynamics, and improvisational tools.

Formative Assessments
Students will be asked to identify and execute the five major dance positions of Western dance
culture (ballet, jazz, contemporary).

Lesson Plans

Lesson Timeframe

Introduction to Dance as an art form. Students will
begin to study elements of kinesthetic movement and
anatomy through alignment and posture, as well as
five major dance positions according to the Western
world. They will learn warmup sequences to prevent
injury and increase flexibility, setting up a baseline for
future experience dancing. They will also learn short
phrases that explore use of space, time, energy, and
dynamics. They will begin to understand
dance-specific terminology and their uses.

Weeks 1-3
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Students will use the concept of improvisation to
explore their own developing process of creating
movement that reflects their own expression. They
will work with a partner/small group on concepts like
mirroring, contrasting, shadowing, and unity
movement in balance and contra balance. Students
will view examples of professionals such as Martha
Graham, Merce Cunningham, George Balanchine,
and Rudolph Nureyev to gain perspective on how art
affects culture and vice versa.

Weeks 4-6

Students will choreograph their own phrases as soloists
and teach those phrases to a small group to collaborate
on a longer phrase to be performed for the rest of the
class. This piece will include elements of the
positioning, alignment, uses of space, time, energy,
dynamics, and improvisational techniques that they
have been working on from the beginning of the cycle.
They will then have the opportunity to perform their
work for the class.

Weeks 7-9

Teacher Notes: Dance is a cycle course that takes place one day per week.

Curriculum Development Resources
Sample Curriculum Colorado Department of Education
NJ Model Curriculum: https://www.state.nj.us/education/modelcurriculum/vpa/

Unit Overview

Content Area: Dance

Unit Title: World Culture Exploration

Target Course/Grade Level: Grade 7

Unit Summary:
Students will learn concepts of culture, tradition, and expressions through movement in space, time,
and energy in the dance environment. They will view examples of traditional African dance as well
as learn certain movement phrases, what they mean, and how they relate to their culture and
environment. Additionally, they will learn about how the body moves through kinesiology and
anatomy to refine the art of dance, which involves rhythmic acuity.

Unit Rationale:
In this unit, students will learn about the roots of African cultural dance traditions and apply them
to their home/school cultural traditions and social dances. They will also study elements of
kinesiology and anatomy as contributing factors to dance artistry to acquire rhythmic acuity.

Student Learning Objectives



Students will:
• Perform a prescribed choreographic work in a formal setting
• Integrate world dance choreography into a solo, duet, or group work
• Identify, describe, compare and contrast selected dance styles and genres
• Understand the impact of culture and geographic origins on the characteristics, costumes, and

styles of dances
• Choreograph and perform a trio, quartet, or quintet where the narrative is derived from a social

event or is driven by an interdisciplinary theme (e.g., conflict, conflict with self and others,
survival and courage, etc.)

• Demonstrate rhythmic acuity when translating auditory cues to kinesthetic movement
patterns. Create and perform choreographic phrases that show intentional use of anatomical
principles and rhythmic acuity to communicate an artistic vision or theme.
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• Define dance in terms of utilitarian and non-utilitarian purposes
• Name and demonstrate a range of social dances from diverse cultural and historical eras



Related Content
Music:

•1.3E.12.Cn11 Relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural and historical context
to deepen understanding.

EU: People develop ideas, expand literacy, and gain perspectives about societal, cultural,
historical, and community contexts through their interactions with an analysis of the
arts.

1.3A.8.Cn11a Demonstrate understanding of relationships between music and the other
arts, other disciplines, varied contexts, and daily life.

1.3E.12.Cn10 Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art.
EU: Through the arts, personal experiences, ideas, knowledge, and contexts are integrated

to make meaning, and synthesized to interpret meaning.
Language Arts:

NJSLSA.R7. Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse media and formats, including visually
and quantitatively, as well as in words.

RI.8.3. Analyze how a text makes connections among and distinctions between individuals, ideas, or
events

RI.8.9. Analyze and reflect on (e.g. practical knowledge, historical/cultural context, and
background knowledge) two or more texts that provide conflicting information on the same topic and
identify where the texts disagree on matters of fact or interpretation

RI.8.7. Evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of using different mediums (e.g., print or digital
text, video, multimedia) to present a particular topic or idea.

World history
• 6.1.8.D.1.b Explain how interactions among African, European, and Native American groups

began a cultural transformation
Career Readiness, Life Literacies, and Key Skills

9.4.8.GCA.1: Model how to navigate cultural differences with sensitivity and respect

9.4.8.GCA.2: Demonstrate openness to diverse ideas and perspectives through active
discussions to achieve a group goal.
LGBT and Disabilities Law: N.J.S.A. 18A:35-4.35 A board of education shall
include instruction on the political, economic, and social contributions of persons with
disabilities and lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender people, in an appropriate place
in the curriculum of middle school and high school students as part of the district’s
implementation of the New Jersey Student Learning Standards (N.J.S.A.18A:35-4.36)

Standard # NJSLS: Visual and Performing Arts

1.1.8.Cr1b Explore various movement genres though the elements of dance. Identify
and select personal preferences to create an original dance study.

1.1.8.Cr2b Establish criteria to choreograph a dance that communicates personal,
historical, socio-political, or cultural meaning. Articulate how the criteria



clarify or intensify the artistic intent.

1.1.8.Cr1a Implement movement created from a variety of stimuli (e.g., music, sound,
literary forms, notation, natural phenomena, experiences, current news,
social events) to develop an original dance study.

1.1.8.Pr4a Perform planned and improvised movement sequences with increasing
complexity in the use of floor and air pathways, including various spatial
designs for movement interest and contrast to sculpt the body in space.

1.1.8.Pr4c Perform planned and improvised movement sequences and dance
combinations applying dynamic phrasing, energy, emotional intent and
characterization.

1.1.8.Pr5c Demonstrate use of elongated spine and engage in release of tension from
spine/shoulders. the placement and shifting of energy in the body. Use
vertical, off-center, and non-vertical alignment. Maintain organization of the
body while moving through space.
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1.1.8.Pr5d Explore movement that develops a wide range of motion, muscular flexibility,

strength, and endurance. Explore different body conditioning techniques
(e.g., yoga, weight training, aerobics, Pilates).

1.1.8.Pr5e Transfer vocabulary and codified movements from various styles/genres with
genre specific alignment. Demonstrate, through focused practice and
repetition, breath control, body part initiation and body sequencing.

1.1.8.Pr6b Apply specific feedback in rehearsal to refine performance accuracy,
consistency, and expressiveness. Clarify the execution of complex patterns,
sequences and formations

1.1.8.Pr6c Apply feedback to make changes to and adapt movements to
performance area. Use performance etiquette and performance practices
during class, rehearsal and performance. Accept notes from
choreographer, apply corrections, and document performance process
using dance and production terminology. Analyze and evaluate the
success of a performance.

1.1.8.Cn10a Explain how the perspectives expressed by the choreographer
impacts personal interpretation. Consider how personal background
and experiences influence responses to dance works.



Unit Essential Questions
• Will students be able to integrate

choreographic elements of world dance
into their own original dance/movement
phrase?

• Can students describe dance in terms of
utilitarian and non-utilitarian
purposes?

• Can students compare and contrast traditional
Western dance (ballet, modern, etc.) and
world dances?

• How do culture and geographic origins affect
the characteristics, costumes, and styles of

dance?

Unit Enduring Understandings
• Students will choreograph an

original dance/movement phrase
integrating elements of world dance. •
Students will be able to describe and
discuss dance in terms of utilitarian

and non-utilitarian purposes.
• Students will compare and contrast

Western styles of dance (ballet,
modern) and world dances.

• Culture and Geographic origins
affect the characteristics,
costumes, and styles of dance.

Unit Learning Targets
Students will ...

• Perform a prescribed choreographic work in a formal setting
• Integrate world dance choreography into a solo, duet, or group work
• Identify, describe, compare and contrast selected dance styles and genres
• Understand the impact of culture and geographic origins on the characteristics, costumes, and

styles of dances
• Choreograph and perform a trio, quartet, or quintet where the narrative is derived from a social

event or is driven by an interdisciplinary theme (e.g., conflict, conflict with self and others,
survival and courage, etc.)

• Demonstrate rhythmic acuity when translating auditory cues to kinesthetic movement patterns.
Create and perform choreographic phrases that show intentional use of anatomical
principles and rhythmic acuity to communicate an artistic vision or theme.

• Define dance in terms of utilitarian and non-utilitarian purposes
• Name and demonstrate a range of social dances from diverse cultural and historical eras

Evidence of Learning

Summative Assessment:
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Students will demonstrate understanding of utilitarian and non-utilitarian dance through
their performances and choreographic pieces.

Formative Assessments
Students will be asked to identify impacts of cultural and geographic origins on the
characteristics, costumes, and styles of world dance.

Lesson Plans

Lesson Timeframe



Introduction to Western and World dances. We will
view examples of both, comparing and contrasting the
styles, discussing utilitarian and non-utilitarian
movements, and learning short phrases of each to
describe how those movements feel different when
performing them.

Weeks 1-3

Students will explore different styles of world dance by
learning choreographed phrases and performing them in
class. We will discuss how culture and geographic
origins affects the characteristics, costumes, and styles
of world dance.

Weeks 4-6

Students will integrate choreographic elements of world
dance into their own original dance/movement phrases
and teach those phrases to a small group to collaborate
on a longer phrase to be performed for the rest of the
class.

Weeks 7-9

Teacher Notes: Dance is a cycle course that takes place one day per week.

Curriculum Development Resources
Sample curriculum Colorado Department of Education
NJ Model Curriculum: https://www.state.nj.us/education/modelcurriculum/vpa/
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Unit Overview

Content Area: Dance

Unit Title: American Dance

Target Course/Grade Level: Grade 8

Unit Summary:
Students will learn about American dances through the 20 th and 21st centuries – social dances,
partner dances, and stepping. They will learn how to do some steps/movements of each type of
dance and perform them for the class.

Unit Rationale:
In this unit, students will study about American history through dance – social dances, partner
dances, and stepping. Experiencing history kinesthetically really helps students to gain perspective



and knowledge of the significance of each of these styles of dance throughout American history in
the 20th and 21st centuries.

Student Learning Objectives

Students will:
• Create and perform short movement phrases.
• Develop different textures of rhythm in movement to convey a meaning, emotion, or
mood. • Execute movement sequences in a variety of dance forms with accuracy regarding
the choreographic aspects of time, space, and energy.
• Vary movement phrases by changing rhythm, tempo, dynamics, and use of space in improvised

and choreographed dance.
• Demonstrate proficiency dancing syncopated rhythms: dotted rhythms, polyrhythms, and odd

meters.
• Identify and analyze artistic genres, trends and movements in various works of dance from

historical eras.
• Trace the social and political impact on the culture of the arts as well as artists impact on

culture in the 20th and 21st centuries.

Related Content
Music:

• 1.2.8.A.2 Differentiate past and contemporary works of dance, music, theatre, and visual art
that represent important ideas, issues, and events that are chronicled in the histories of
diverse cultures

• 1.2.8.A.3 Analyze the social, historical, and political impact of artists on culture and the impact
of culture on the arts.

• 1.2.8.A.2 Tracing the histories of dance, music, theatre, and visual art in world cultures
provides insight into the lives of people and their values.

Language Arts:
• SL.8.2. Analyze the purpose of information presented in diverse media and formats (e.g.,

visually, quantitatively, orally) and evaluate the motives (e.g., social, commercial,
political) behind its presentation.

American History of the 20th and 21st centuries:
• 6.1.12.D.8.b Assess the impact of artists, writers, and musicians of the 1920s, including the

Harlem Renaissance, on American culture and values.
• 6.2.12.D.4.k Assess the cultural impact of World War I, the Great Depression, and World War

II by analyzing the values and social ideas in the arts.
21st Century Themes and Skills:
CRP2. Apply appropriate academic and technical skills.
CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and with reason.
CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
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Technology:
8.1.8.A.2 Create a document (e.g. newsletter, reports, personalized learning plan,
business letters or flyers) using one or more digital applications to be critiqued by
professionals for usability.
8.2.8.D.1 Design and create a product that addresses a real-world problem using a
design process under specific constraints.
8.2.5.C.4 Collaborate and brainstorm with peers to solve a problem evaluating all solutions
to provide the best results with supporting sketches or models.

Standard # NJSLS: Visual and Performing Arts Standards

1.1.8.Cr1b Explore various movement genres though the elements of dance.
Identify and select personal preferences to create an original dance
study.

1.1.8.Cr2b Establish criteria to choreograph a dance that communicates personal,
historical, socio-political, or cultural meaning. Articulate how the
criteria clarify or intensify the artistic intent.

1.1.8.Cr1a Implement movement created from a variety of stimuli (e.g., music,
sound, literary forms, notation, natural phenomena, experiences, current
news, social events) to develop an original dance study.

1.1.8.Pr4a Perform planned and improvised movement sequences with increasing
complexity in the use of floor and air pathways, including various spatial
designs for movement interest and contrast to sculpt the body in space.

1.1.8.Pr4c Perform planned and improvised movement sequences and dance
combinations applying dynamic phrasing, energy, emotional intent and
characterization.

1.1.8.Pr5c Demonstrate use of elongated spine and engage in release of tension
from spine/shoulders. the placement and shifting of energy in the body.
Use vertical, off-center, and non-vertical alignment. Maintain
organization of the body while moving through space.

1.1.8.Pr5d Explore movement that develops a wide range of motion, muscular
flexibility, strength, and endurance. Explore different body conditioning
techniques (e.g., yoga, weight training, aerobics, Pilates).

1.1.8.Pr5e Transfer vocabulary and codified movements from various styles/genres
with genre specific alignment. Demonstrate, through focused practice and
repetition, breath control, body part initiation and body sequencing.

1.1.8.Pr6b Apply specific feedback in rehearsal to refine performance accuracy,
consistency, and expressiveness. Clarify the execution of complex
patterns, sequences and formations

1.1.8.Pr6c Apply feedback to make changes to and adapt movements to
performance area. Use performance etiquette and performance
practices during class, rehearsal and performance. Accept notes



from choreographer, apply corrections, and document performance
process using dance and production terminology. Analyze and
evaluate the success of a performance.

1.1.8.Cn10a Explain how the perspectives expressed by the choreographer
impacts personal interpretation. Consider how personal
background and experiences influence responses to dance
works.

1.1.8.Pr5d Explore movement that develops a wide range of motion, muscular
flexibility, strength, and endurance. Explore different body conditioning
techniques (e.g., yoga, weight training, aerobics, Pilates).

Unit Essential Questions
• Can students identify social

dances of 20th and 21st century
America?

• How do we perform social
dances of the 20th and 21st

century?

Unit Enduring Understandings
• Social dances in American History through the
20th and 21st centuries relate to the historical time
period as well as the culture in different areas of
the United States. Some examples will include

partner-dancing, line dancing, and stepping.
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• How do American social dances

of the 20th and 21st century
compare and contrast with one

another?

• Students will demonstrate their understanding of
how to do various social dances by
performing them for the class.

• All of the dances that are we study in this unit are
considered “social dances” in 20th and 21st

century America. The time period and culture
surrounding each dance will make profound

differences in the style of dance.



Unit Learning Targets
Students will ...

• Create and perform short movement phrases.
• Develop different textures of rhythm in movement to convey a meaning, emotion, or
mood. • Execute movement sequences in a variety of dance forms with accuracy regarding
the choreographic aspects of time, space, and energy.
• Vary movement phrases by changing rhythm, tempo, dynamics, and use of space in improvised

and choreographed dance.
• Demonstrate proficiency dancing syncopated rhythms: dotted rhythms, polyrhythms, and odd

meters.
• Identify and analyze artistic genres, trends and movements in various works of dance from

historical eras.
• Trace the social and political impact on the culture of the arts as well as artists impact on

culture in the 20th and 21st centuries.

Evidence of Learning

Summative Assessment:
Students will demonstrate their understanding of various social dances of 20th and 21st century
America through their performances of those styles.

Formative Assessments
Students will be asked to identify impacts of cultural and time period of several 20th and
21stcentury American social dances.

Lesson Plans

Lesson Timeframe

Introduction to social dances of 20th and 21st century
America. Students will learn about different single
and partner dances, including the Charleston, twist,
swing dance, and disco. They will look at and
discuss the similarities and differences of these
dances, including cultural, social, and political
influences. They will experience these dances
first-hand, learning basic steps for each and
incorporate them into a routine.

Weeks 1-4

In this portion of the unit, students will create short
choreographic phrases using elements of the social
dances learned in the first three weeks of class. They
will then teach them to 2-3 other students, and

Weeks 5-9



combine
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their work with those other students to create a
short dance piece that will be performed for the
class.

Teacher Notes: Dance is a cycle course that occurs one day per week.

Curriculum Development Resources
Sample Curriculum Colorado Department of Education
NJ Model Curriculum: https://www.state.nj.us/education/modelcurriculum/vpa/

Considerations for classified students and students with 504 Plans:

Classroom Instruction:
• All instruction for classified students will be guided by the students’ Individualized

Education Plan (IEP).
• Regular education teachers will be responsible for differentiating instruction for classified

students based on the instructional modifications listed in the IEP.
• In the case of General Education - Supported Instruction (GE-SI) Classes, the special

education teacher will be responsible for support in modifying the curriculum for the
students, informing the class room teacher of the modifications, and directing
instructional aide(s) to provide support accordingly.

• Grading will be done collaboratively by the regular and special education teachers.

Modifications:
• Modifications include but are not limited to:

Extra time for assignments, modified classwork/homework assignments based on
disability, preferential seating, study guides, copies of class notes, assistive technology
and rewording/repeating or clarifying directions.

In-class Assessments:
• All assessments are to be in line with students’ IEPs. In-class support teachers should

modify tests for classified students. Tests may be given in the regular education
classroom or completed with the inclusion teacher in another location with additional
time. Students may be tested separately according to the IEP.

• Assessment grades may be modified based on a student’s disability and in accordance
with their IEP.

Considerations for English Language Learners (ELLs):



Classroom Instruction:
• Instruction for ESL students will be guided by their WIDA English Language Proficiency
level. Teachers should receive this level from the ESL teacher assigned to the building. •
General education teachers will be responsible for differentiating instruction for ELLs  with
the assistance of the ESL teacher that promotes language, literacy and content  learning.
• Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol (SIOP)

http://siop.pearson.com/about-siop/
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The following 8 components provide all teachers with lesson planning and instructional
strategies that support language and learning goals for all students. This approach to
teaching aligns with preparing students with college and career ready skills. The SIOP
Model components:
1. Lesson Preparation
2. Building Background
3. Comprehensible Input
4. Strategies
5. Interaction
6. Practice and Application
7. Lesson Delivery
8. Review and Assessment

• In the case of Content-Based ESL (CBE), the ESL teacher and the general education
teacher will be responsible for identifying language objectives and additional  instructional
strategies that improve proficiency in English and academic success of  ELLs. Instructional
strategies and the necessary scaffolds to promote student learning  will be shared with the
general education teacher for daily lessons that are aligned to  District Curricula, CCSS, and
WIDA Standards. The general Education teacher and ESL  teacher will be co-teachers for a
pre-determined amount of classroom instruction. • Grading will be done collaboratively by
the regular and ESL teachers.

Modifications: The following are possible modifications but are not limited to this list – • Direct
instruction, small group or pullout, about the contrasting letter sound  correspondences,
syllabication patterns and morphology in English supported with  connections to their native
language, native language text and/or resources, graphic  organizers, visuals, sentence
starters/ sentence frames, cloze activities, modeling, working  with a partner, timeline and
phrase wall and adapted text (in English) or specific sections  of the original text,
highlighted/bold-faced words within text.
• Draw pictures instead of writing/speaking.
• Match drawings with new vocabulary that might correspond.
• Work in small group or pairs with their English Only (EOs) peers for authentic content

language talk and grade level modeling.
• Write simple sentences instead of complex sentences that demonstrates an understanding

of academic language particular to specific content.
• Match simple sentences with new vocabulary that might apply to edit sentences. • Have
students provide examples/explanations of main idea in simple sentences. Revisions  show an



attempt to improve Language Control by embedding academic content  vocabulary and
Linguistic Complexity by expanding and varying sentence structures and  using correct
punctuation.
• Draw pictures instead of writing/speaking about seasonal changes. Match drawings with
new vocabulary (adjective word wall, content word walls) that might correspond. • Provide
multiple opportunities for authentic speech acts to practice language skills and  develop
English fluency.
• Total Physical Response (TPR) to model critical thinking skills like analyze and

synthesize.
• Study Guides
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In Class Assessments:

• All formative and summative assessments will include modifications that support
student’s English Proficiency level. ESL teachers will collaborate with regular education
teachers to provide appropriate differentiation for assessing ELLs.

Considerations for At Risk Students:

• At Risk students are identified by the I&RS committee in each school. The committee
works to understand the reasons behind the student’s low performance level in school and
to create and implement a plan that is carried out by a variety of staff members in the
building.

• Teachers with At Risk students are notified by the I&RS committee and provided with a
copy of the plan and a timeframe for assessing the growth of the student. There are
academic as well as behavioral goals that are listed for the students with recommended
strategies unique to each individual.

• Classroom teachers are to follow the plan using instructional strategies that will help the
student improve his/her performance while applying appropriate behavioral strategies
consistent with the needs of the student.

• Teachers will report student progress to the I&RS committee within the specified
timeframe for the plan.

Classroom instruction:
• Teachers will use differentiated instruction for At Risk students as they do for all students

in their class. The strategies would be guided by the I&RS plan and be consistent with
the student’s ability and learning modality.

Modifications:
• Clarify all assignments and place specific timeframes for completion. Provide student

with opportunity for one on one time for clarification.
• Set clear expectations for all assignments, in and outside of class. Keep expectations

within the framework of the I&RS plan.



• Use positive reinforcement for all successes. Hold student to defined consequences for
not completing work.

• Provide time outside the normal class time for completion of work. Not completing
assignments is unacceptable, all assignments will be completed.

In Class Assessments:
• At Risk students should receive any modifications listed in their I&RS plan. • If
necessary, students should be provided with extended time to complete assessments.

Considerations for Gifted Students:
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• Teachers will use differentiated instruction for Gifted Students as they do for all students

in their class.
• Assignments and assessments can be planned and implemented with input from the

student.
• Gifted students will be provided with the opportunity to demonstrate their knowledge

through a variety of platforms.
• Teachers will have the latitude to provide assignments with the individual student’s

ability in mind.
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